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Complaints
More than 1000 Cambodian men recruited
illegally and trafficked to work on fishing boat
 Giant Ocean has sent Cambodian migrant
workers to board in fishing vessels in countries
such as Fiji island, Maritius Island, South Africa,
Senegal, Singapore and Taiwan, which go
against the conditions of Giant Ocean’s license.
 First complaint came in December 2011, when
the fishermen contacted local authorities and the
local authorities referred the case to LSCW
 The Giant Ocean Fisheries Co. Limited
(Recruitment Agency) closed office afterward
and the owners are disappeared
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Arrested
Despite changing her name to YuHsin Lin, Li-Chen Lin was unable
to evade human trafficking
charges. She was arrested on May
10, 2013 in Siem Reap and
charged with trafficking
Cambodians to work under dire
conditions off the coasts of South
Africa, Fiji, Mauritius, Taiwan,
Senegal and Singapore.
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Court Sentenced
The Cambodian Municipal Court (2014) has
convicted the recruitment agency owner, Mrs.
Lin to 10 years imprisonment and ordered to
pay unpaid salary and compensation
 There are an additional five Taiwanese
nationality perpetrators involved in this case,
who are to receive the same punishment but
have not yet been located (Efforts are still
underway to locate the additional perpetrators)
 The Cambodian Court of Appeal (2015) and
subsequently the High Court (2017) upheld the
sentence and ordered the perpetrators to pay
unpaid salary and compensation


Giant Ocean Fisheries Limited


At the end of 2009 and early 2010, a
Taiwanese national registered a
recruitment agency at Ministry of
Commerce and Ministry of Labour and
Vocational Training to recruit Cambodian
migrant workers to work abroad



The MoLVT has issued a Prakas
(Ministerial Directive) and approved that
the recruitment agency was allowed to
recruit Cambodian migrant worker to
work in Thailand, Malaysia, Kuwait as
factory worker, domestic worker and farm
worker (but not as fishers)



In addition, the RA was also allowed to
recruit interns for internships in Japan

Recruitment Process
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

Promised 150$US per month with a
bonus between 300$ to 2,000$US every
three months or at the end of the
contract term
The contract duration was 3 years but
the contract was not written in the
migrant worker’s native language (it
was written in Chinese)
Signed or thumb print only by migrant
worker
Some Cambodian migrant workers
knew that they would work on a fishing
boat; others were told that they would
work on a farm or in a factory
Passport, work visa, work permit and
Seamen’s book were issued (arranged by
recruitment agency)

Departure and legal documents
 Traveled with formal

documents, crossed legal
border crossings (migrants
went to different
destinations)
 All legal documents were
confiscated upon the
migrant fishers arrived on
fishing vessels
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Work Condition


Worked for between 16 to 18
hours per day



Long periods of time at sea
(months and years)



Limited food



No day off



Suffered many injuries (and
one fisherman witnessed the
death of another fisher on the
vessel)



No or little payment salary



And no bonus
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Payment of Salary
The salary was to be paid
every three months to the
families of the migrant
fishermen
 They received only between
11$US to 150$US
 No one have received full
payment of salary


Victims Identification
 Illegally recruited

(recruitment agency was
not allowed to recruit
migrant workers to work
on fishing boat)
 Exploitation and slavery
condition (long hour
work, little paid or no
paid salary, violence)

Migrant Workers Recruitement and
Trafficking Trends
The victims found in Fiji island,
Indonesia, Mauritius Island,
South Africa,
Senegal,Singapore, Australia
and new Zealand seas on China
and Taiwan fishing vessels

Send to work on
Chinese and
Taiwanese fishing
vessels

Recruited more
than 1000
Cambodian male
migrant
Registered and
RA is
based in
from
Cambodia
Taiwan

Crew salary (money)
transferred from
Singapore to Cambodia

Contract of
migrant worker
prepared in
Singapore

Linkage between Giant Ocean Fisheries
Limited and Step Up Marine Enterprise
 Some victims recall being processed by a Singaporean

agency called “Step Up Employment Agency,” which
served as a middle-man recruitment agency initially dealing
with domestic workers.
 In 1995, the company changed its name to “Step Up
Marine Enterprise” and focused their recruitment on the
recruitment of fishers.
http://www.phnompenhpost.com/national/trafficked-numbers-rising

Money Transferred
 Crew salaries (money)

were found to be
transferred from Step Up
Marine Enterprise in
Singapore to Giant Ocean
Fisheries Limited in
Cambodia (400,000$US)
over a month

Cooperation among stakeholders
for repatriation
 The migrant workers (fishermen) contacted their families

and learned that they have received little salary payment or
never received any payment at all.
 The migrant fishers told their families to contact NGOs
and/or Police for help.
 We worked with partners such as local NGOs,
International Organization (IOM), MoFA and donors for
repatriation.

Main Challenges
 Victims knew only vessels

number and the nationality flag,
but not the name
 Took to much time for court
proceeding (process took years)
 Lack of legislation on labour
trafficking in destination
country
 Difficulty to recognise migrant
fishers as trafficking victims

 Lack of assistance for

victims in destination
country and limited
rentegration support in
country of origin
 Little cooperation
between country of
origin and destination
for the investigation and
prosecution for human
trafficking

Victims’ Testimonies (Video)
https://drive.google.com/a/lscw.org/file/d/0B1wnqWnj
vNs0LXNtVDZTRGJYaUk/view?usp=sharing
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